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Big Rewards, High Stakes
Everything You Need to Know about the 
New World of Recruiting 

The rewards of effective recruiting are clear. It brings top 

talent into your organization to drive business success.

At the same time, the stakes are high. Current data 

shows that companies can spend $4,000 on average to 

recruit a new hire (see Appendix I). If an employee jumps 

ship, the turnover and total replacement costs have been 

estimated to run as high as 150 times annual salary for 

specialized senior level positions. 

Stay Ahead- Optimize Traditional 
Recruiting, Create a Mobile Experience

As the competition for finding and keeping candidates 

becomes even tougher, you need a talent acquisition 

program that’s ahead of the game.  That means exploring 

the complete array of choices available today, from 

optimizing a traditional ATS to creating an agile mobile 

recruiting experience.

With the righting recruiting strategies and tools, you can:

Attract more top-choice candidates

When competing for quality candidates, an attractive 

career opportunity is only part of the picture. A cohesive, 

efficient recruiting process driven by technology helps 

create a positive first impression to engage top talent and 

differentiate the organization. 

Improve fit

These days, find qualified candidates may be easy, but 

finding people who truly fit can be a lot tougher. With the 

right mix of strategy, tools, and processes, you’ll more 

consistently acquire best-fit talent.

Reduce time-to-hire

Each step in the recruiting process takes time. Data 

from your organization’s recruiting system can help 

you identify the best sources, process bottlenecks and 

reduce the time-to-hire.

Work more effectively as an HR team

A collaborative hiring approach that effectively shares 

information with the HR team will result in better 

candidate/job matching.  Technology built to share 

that information, as well as streamline processes and 

strengthen reporting, keeps everyone on the same page 

and reinforces HR’s contributions to the business.
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In today’s talent marketplace, successful recruiting depends on these essentials:

1. Sourcing based on data

2.  5 golden rules for online recruitment searches

3. Becoming social

4. Going mobile

5. Strong employment brand

6. Collaborative hiring

7. Choosing the right technology

8. Metrics that matter

Recruiting Essentials
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Essential #1: Sourcing Based on Data
Dig Into Your Data

By tapping into a pipeline of talented 

individuals, effective sourcing 

eliminates administrative time, 

helps reduce employee turnover, 

and optimizes precious recruitment 

dollars.

Good recruitment sourcing is based 

on sound decision making and HR 

strategy. Yet every recruitment 

professional at some time in their 

career has witnessed the “ready, fire, 

aim” approach to sourcing. Panicky 

last-minute ad buys and stacks of 

resumes from unqualified candidates 

are only a few symptoms of this 

method. Such haphazard sourcing 

impacts company visibility and the 

success of the business.

Sourcing problems can often be 

attributed to a lack of hard data and 

analytics. Organizations should look 

for patterns in the data they have and 

use that information to guide their 

decisions about future spending. To 

provide some perspective, SilkRoad 

recently analyzed applicant-tracking 

data covering more than 14,000 

sources, 12 million applications, 

600,000 interviews and almost 

300,000 hires. 

Here are the key findings:

• Interviews and hires are used to 

evaluate source effectivenessOnline 

recruitment efforts proved vital for 

producing the kinds of candidates 

that companies interview and hire

• Internal sources dominate external 

ones for hires for producing more 

hires

• Online Sources outstrip offline for 

external sources (a remarkable 85% 

of interviews)Referrals were the 

strongest source for hires among 

all internal recruitment-marketing 

sources. Yet, referrals and company 

career sites effectively tied for the 

number of sourced interviews

• Indeed leads the pack of external 

sources (nearly four times as many 

interviews as CareerBuilder and 

almost three times as many hires 

as the next three branded sources 

combined—CareerBuilder, LinkedIn, 

and Craigslist)

• Employee referrals rule among 

internal sources accounting for 

more than one in three interviews 

and one in three hires

• Career websites are #2 in producing 

interviews for internal sources

• Indeed tops online sources 

providing 10% more hires and 20% 

more interviews than the next 

source: Career Websites

• Job search engines outperform job 

boards

• Job search engines beat all online 

external sources providing the 

majority of interviews and hires

• CareerBuilder is first among 

branded job boards
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Essentials #2: 5 Golden Rules for Online 
Recruitment Searches
Every online job search begins with 
2 simple words: what and where.  For 
online recruiting success, you need to 
make sure your online job descriptions 
provide the answers that attract 
candidates and motivate them to apply.  
Companies who excel at this follow 
these 5 golden rules:

1.  Master the science and art of job content. 

The title and position description greatly influence 

converting candidates from just looking to applying. Test 

different approaches and monitor what works best.

2.  Don’t let a bad application process filter out the best 

candidates. 

A job search should be simple—enter, search, view 

and apply.  Review your application process to reduce 

complexity, paying special attention to the experience on 

mobile devices.

3.  Grow their company brand online.

Your brand heavily influences a candidate’s decision on 

whether to apply.  The best companies shine online, 

using company pages to present a dynamic presence.  

Reviews, reputation and more play a huge role.

4.Invest to reach the right candidates

There are many ways to reach job seekers online, 

including organic jobs, sponsored jobs, becoming a 

featured employer on job sites and more. The best 

programs track results from each of these vehicles and 

then sequence recruiting events to maximize quality and 

minimize costs.  

5.Use data to improve performance

oday’s recruitment software and career site analytics 

provide detailed metrics to monitor and strengthen 

results.  Metrics should include source of hire, cost per 

hire and time to hire.  In addition, you can see what jobs 

are trending and what needs adjustment to perform 

better.  Web analytics can also show how you rank in 

visibility compared to competitors.

Impact of 5 Golden Rules of 
Online Recruiting

• 87% reduction in cost per hire

• 50% of the applications needed to fill a position

• Targeted candidates 8X more likely to apply

• Faster time to hire
    Source: Indeed

83% 46% 5%

Say reviews impact where 
they apply

Say company reputation has 
a big impace on decision to 

accept a job

    Increase in apply rate 
when   employer reviews are 

available

source: Indeed
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Essential #3: Becoming Social
Social networks can’t replace your recruiting tools. But, when used in 
conjunction with your current process, the results are unbeatable.  

Here’s why.  The focus of traditional recruiting was around attracting talent to take interest in 

a company.  Today, in the age of the knowledge worker, candidates are looking for companies 

that take an interest in talent and helping the world.  Recruiters need to think about attracting 

candidates in a new way—using social media to encourage candidates to follow their companies.

SilkRoad research also shows that, all other things being equal, candidates—especially Millennials—

tend to view the company that leverages social media to be more desirable.

For effective social networking, these four strategies offer a great start:

Strategy #1:  Go where the job seekers go 

A recent SilkRoad study included dozens of job boards, but only two job search engines—Indeed 

and SimplyHired. These two job search engines provided the majority of external online recruitment 

activity—an astonishing 54% of interviews and 56% of hires. Even more impressive, Indeed and 

SimplyHired alone delivered 24% of all interviews and 16% of all hires in this study.

Strategy #2:  Match the type of candidate with the type of social media

With thousands of social media choices available, it’s not easy to know what to select.  To help 

choose what social media will work best for you, try to match the type of candidate that you seek 

with a similar type of social media.  For example, to find candidates who like to share information, 

consider posting on SlideShare.  For a position related to gaming, social media focused on gaming 

would be a good source. Pinterest can be a good source for visual industries like retail, design and 

more.
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Strategy #3: Make applying for a job easy from social 

media

The social media experience is quick and easy and your 

on-line job application experience should be as well.  If 

it’s not easy to apply for a job, there’s no quicker way to 

lose an interested candidate.  Take a fresh look at these 

important areas:

Is it easy to get to the application or do candidates have 

to jump through many hoops?

• Can candidates quickly reach what they are interested 

in?

• Are you asking only for essential information or a long 

list of questions?

• Is your job application smart device ready?

• Can candidates or employees easily share the job?

Strategy #4: Create a formal, managed program

You’ll get the most out of a social media program 

for recruiting that has a formal plan, ownership and 

accountability. As you think out your business case and 

project plan, ask yourself these key questions:

1. Who will be on the project team? (Marketing and IT in 

addition to HR?)

2. What executive support is needed?

3. How can you keep it simple and implement only what 

you can support?

4. Who will watch and respond to feedback?

5. How will you manage negative feedback?

6. How can you leverage marketing?

7. How can you engage the organization to help? 

(referrals, job share feature in your ATS)

8. Will the results be worth the effort?
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Essential #4: Going Mobile
Social media and mobile technologies go hand in hand, and 
their vast potential for recruiting can no  longer be ignored.  
The business case for a mobile recruiting strategy is strong: 
• 62% of emails are opened on mobile phones

• Mobile searches exceeded desktop searches for the first time in 2014

• 86% of candidates use smartphones to begin their searches and 70% want to apply via 

mobile device (Kelton Global Research, October 2014)

However, according to LinkedIn and CDI, only 34% of companies have a mobile-optimized 

career site and only 30% have automated job postings.  Companies can close this gap by 

focusing on these 5 key mobile strategies:

Candidate Communication: use the multiple mobile vehicles available to encourage 

candidates to opt-in and follow your company

• Where to ask people to opt-in—career site, conferences and trade shows, social media 

(LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter), blog, on-line videos and in-store signage

• How to communicate:  text messages, QR codes, mobile applications, emails or phone calls

• Types of communication:  good content, photos, maps, audio messages and videos

Smooth Mobile Candidate Experience: make sure it’s 

easy and clear

• Use a “responsive” design that adapts to easily to 

different devices, from phones to tablets

• Create a career site that is easy-to-use on a mobile 

device as well as a desktop

• Get help from your IT or marketing departments on 

using web site analysis tools to analyze traffic and 

behavior

Mobile Job Application: again, easy!

• Make it easy to read and scroll or you’ll lose candidates

• Use a fast application process—candidates should be 

able to apply in 60 seconds

• No need for accounts and passwords

Hiring Team: use mobile to synchronize everyone

• Set up an online candidate screening assessment for the team

• Create a live jobs dashboard that tracks progress and analytics on sources
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Essential #5: Strong Employment Brand
“Creating an attractive culture,” was one of the top recruitment 
concerns among 3,700 HR professionals in a recent SilkRoad survey. It’s 
no wonder, job seekers care about this issue. Companies with a strong 
employer brand attract at least 3.5 more applications per job posting 
than other companies in the same industry.  

A recent SilkRoad survey shed light on the top brand areas assessed by candidates:

• Career growth—44%

• Company culture—40%

• Ethics/financial stability—36%

• Product and service quality—38%

To ensure your brand is well represented in each of these areas, it’s important 

to define a specific employee value proposition.  That proposition should tell the 

story of why your company is a great place to work in the employee’s language, 

focusing in on what is important to candidates.  The story should positively offer 

a genuine and realistic feel for the company mission, values and culture.

In addition, each generation (Millennial, Generation X, and Baby Boomer) has 

additional preferences that should be kept in mind: 

Millennials are more likely to value a passionate, engaged workforce and 

flexible work arrangements 

Generation X applicants tend to favor work/life balance and opportunities for 

professional development 

Baby Boomers most often look for good benefits and cultures where 

achievement is recognized and rewarded 

Once developed, your employment brand should be communicated across traditional recruiting as 

well as the mobile recruiting experience.

TIPS:

State work/life balance and 

employee benefits clearly in 

your job listings and recruiting 

messages

Recruiters should tailor 

messages to match candidates’ 

generations

1

2
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Essential #6: Collaborative Hiring
The mobile experience doesn’t just apply to candidates—you can also use it 
internally to support collaborative hiring. This leading edge concept simply means 
working with a team in the organization through technology to identify and 
hire the best talent.  By involving your organization in talent acquisition, you’ll 
experience these benefits:
• Realistic job previews—current employees can provide an alert job responsibilities are accurate

• Broader buy-in—a hiring team strengthens “best fit” decisions 

• Onboarding—a new hire will have a ready-to-go network on day one

• Informal training—builds working relationship faster for education and support

Recruiting technology that supports a 
collaborative approach brings big benefits to 
your program.
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Essential #7: Choosing the Right Technology — 
Basic or Sophisticated Mobile
From beginning to end in the recruiting process, technology can improve 
recruiting effectiveness and control costs.  In a recent survey of job seekers, 
“company web sites” were shown to be the top source for job seekers (67%) and 
the majority (53%) say that web-based recruiting technology would positively 
affect their impression of a company.

With the array of technology options today, you can select what’s best for your organization, whether it’s high 

volume applicant tracking or a more sophisticated mobile process and experience.

Technology to cover the basics of 
applicant tracking and recruiting 

typically offers the following:
• Paperless and automated 

application submission, routing 
and approval for an interview

• Career portal creation, which can 
be customized with video, a blog 
and testimonials

• Free job distribution networks 
and easy submission to social 
networks

• Compliance tracking

For a more strategic insight-driven 
and mobile recruiting program, 
highly advanced talent acquisition 
platforms are available and include:
• Delivery of a complete mobile 

experience, including job postings, 
job search and applications

• Sophisticated identification of the 
best channels and projections of 
applications that will be generated

• Nurturing of candidates 
through creation of a candidate 
pool, ability to tag candidates 
based on interest and skills 
and development of targeted 
campaigns

• Support for collaborative hiring 
through central information, easy 
access for the hiring team and a 
group feedback structure

• Mobile friendly career portal

Whether at a basic or sophisticated 
stage, the technology should also 
be built to handle two key needs:
• Onboarding: the system should 

connect directly into the 
onboarding process for a seamless 
new hire transition

• Deep analytics: metrics should 
be available, including the ability 
to assess sources, cost, impact 
on business strategy and other 
important areas
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Essential #8: Metrics that Matter 

The topic of HR metrics can raise a good deal of well-founded angst. Gathering 
metrics can be far more difficult than leadership realizes and too often the result of 
that effort is numbers that are not particularly useful for the business.  

To provide metrics that matter—actionable data that leads to better results—think in terms of answering important 

business questions, and not just delivering sets of numbers. For example, when cost-per-hire data is requested, it is often 

the case that leadership suspects that the company may be taking the easy but expensive route of staffing agencies when 

hires could be handled equally well in house. In this example, cost-of-hire data can be misleading. Metrics on how often 

agencies are used and for what purposes will answer the real question and demonstrate to leadership that HR is focused 

on core business issues. 

When leaders ask for common metrics like cost-per-hire, source of hire, and time-to-fill, HR needs to take the lead to: 

• Uncover the real business questions being asked 

• Set realistic expectations 

• Demonstrate the need for effective tools to measure ROI 

It goes without saying that a good talent management system will help HR collect and analyze recruiting data. The good 

news is that if HR is using metrics to answer questions that matter to the business, it is easier to justify the investment in 

an up-to-date system. 

Metrics that matter follow from questions that matter. Remember that single secret and HR will have success with 

recruiting metrics.
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Top Ways to Improve Recruiting 

Recruiting costs a lot. But bad hires cost even more. What can you do right now to strengthen your recruiting?  These 

tips can help you find best-fit talent while controlling costs:

Top 9 Ways to Get Best-Fit Talent

1. Cast a wider net – does your applicant tracking 

system offer free distribution channels for your job 

advertisements?

2. Hire loads of interns – know who will fit by letting 

them work there first.

3. Use accurate assessments – find ones that are 

predictive of success.

4. Don’t be afraid of realistic job previews – the 

candidate often is in a better position to determine if 

the job is a good fit.

5. Let social networking find fits for you – a job seeker 

may have friends who are idea candidates.

6. Involve employees in the interview process – the 

more views available, the higher the likelihood of a 

good fit…and support for the hiring decision.

7. Figure out your deeper talent proposition – people 

want more than money; communicate what you are 

really offering, a chance to do something worthwhile, 

an opportunity to learn, work-life balance, or other 

values. 

8. Invest in recruitment software – it can yield rich 

returns by helping the organization find, engage, and 

hire better talent.

9. Flex the job to fit the person – it’s a smart way to get 

the best from your people.

Top 10 Ways to Reduce Recruiting Costs

1. Assess value, not cost – start by asking managers to 

put a dollar figure on the difference between top, 

average, and poor performers.

2. Go all out to improve retention – study it, track it, and 

continuously work to improve it

3. Give recruiters good tools – the right recruitment 

software can give you an edge to win the talent 

acquisition battle.

4. Stay on top of new sourcing technology – continual 

experiments with the latest techniques will pay off.

5. Consider brining executive search in-house – 

you’ll need a specialized recruiter and different 

compensation, but a lot of money can be saved.

6. Ramp up employee referrals – research shows it’s 

the best (and one of the cheapest) ways to find high 

performers.

7. Take onboarding on-board – employee onboarding 

software reduces turnover by building new employee 

engagement.

8. Assessment technology –recruitment software 

with assessment tools can speed up and improve 

selection.

9. Consider outsourcing – this can save money if your 

hiring needs are volatile

10. Use social recruiting – it’s an inexpensive way to build 

your employment brand, gain referrals, and find 

passive candidates.



Case Studies
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Clear Channel 

To stay ahead in its industry, Clear Channel Media and 

Entertainment needs to hire leaders and ‘go getters’ who 

can succeed in a dynamic, fast-paced organization. 

The company replaced an inefficient manual recruiting 

system with SilkRoad Recruiting automate and unify 

processes, increase candidate engagement, and improve 

the quality of hires.

• The company’s career portal sets it apart as an industry 

leader.

• Recruiters connect easily with job seekers who are at 

the “top of their game” via a range of social channels.

• Recruiters’ workload in pre-screening resumes has 

decreased, and the pool of higher-quality candidates 

has increased.

• More productive time is given back to managers, who 

can now focus on what they do best—coaching and 

developing their people.

With a single, flexible training destination for 28,000 

users, BenefitMall has accomplished its business goal…

and more. 

Tenneco

Tenneco is a leading-edge technology company, but 

it used an outdated manual system for recruitment—

requiring enormous expenditures of time and precious 

recruitment dollars. With the SilkRoad Recruiting 

solution, this leading-edge technology company 

streamlined and automated their recruitment processes, 

achieving these results:

• One year after adopting SilkRoad Recruiting software, 

Tenneco’s HR team documented a cost savings of 

$200,000. This number represented a “true spend,” 

indicating a significant reduction in advertising 

placements and reliance on outside agencies.

• The company can now connect easily with job seekers 

via a range of social channels

• Managers report hiring higher-quality, best-fit 

candidates. 

“SilkRoad Recruiting, with its built-in Career 

Portal studio tools, enabled us to design a powerful 

branded website that attracts the very best.”
  

— Morgan Hoogvelt, 
Chief Talent Scout

“Tenneco’s rate of retaining employees is well above 

the industry average. We attribute this, in part, to 

the SilkRoad Recruiting software’s ability to help us 

target candidates that are a perfect match for our 

requisitions.”
  

—Matt Sims, 
Senior Human Resources Manager
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1-800-FLOWERS.COM

For more than 35 years, 1-800-FLOWERS.COM has 

been helping deliver smiles for customers with gifts for 

every occasion, including fresh flowers and the finest 

selection of plants, gift baskets, gourmet foods, candles, 

confections, balloons and plush stuffed animals.  Each 

year, they hire more than 600 seasonal workers but did 

not have a formal hiring solution in place. With more 

than 1,200 employees, six different brands to hire for 

and locations across four states, the process of recruiting 

without a system was overwhelming.

SilkRoad Recruiting by SmartRecruiters helped the 

company re-invent the entire recruiting process, 

simplifying everything and providing a collaborative 

hiring experience for candidates and hiring managers.  

Results include:

• Improved candidate flow by at least 90%

• Reduction of hiring time to one month

• Cut time and cost to hire dramatically, nearly 100%

• Significantly increased candidate flow by adding 

relevant, targeted social recruiting, including a one 

weekend increase of 30%

• Rollout of social media recruiting to the entire 

company, projected to grow candidate applications by 

25%
“SmartRecruiters re-invented the entire recruiting 

process for us. It simplified everything and the 

candidate flow improved at least 90%.”
 —Danette LaFollette, 

Vice President of HR
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It All Starts With  
Effective Recruiting

Business success depends on recruiting the right talent. 
Many factors go into successful recruiting—company culture, 
sourcing, candidate engagement, and more. With expertise, 
the right tools, and actionable data, HR professionals can 
develop strategies and scenarios to recruit right-fit talent that 
helps the organization achieve its business goals. 
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Appendix
I) Cost per Hire – National Averages

Research by the Institute for Research on Labor and Employment at the University of California at Berkeley found that 

the costs of replacing a worker “average about $4,000 overall, about $2,000 for blue collar and manual labor workers, 

and as high as $7,000 for professional and managerial employees.”

It’s important to note that these are averages across regions, industries, etc. Your organization’s unique factors may 

result in cost-per-hire results that are significantly higher or lower. That’s why it’s critical to track your company’s 

unique hiring costs using the metrics that matter to the organization. Depending on your situation these may extend 

beyond out-of-pocket fees to also include things like training costs, time lost due to turnover, or other measures.

II) Calculate Recruiting Automation ROI

Thinking about automating your recruiting process, but not sure what the real savings would be?  Here’s a Recruiting 

ROI Calculator that will help you find out.  Enter in a few values, fill out the form at the end, and get your results. You’ll 

also receive a buyer’s kit with templates for building a business case, a demo checklist, and much more.  

To make the ROI calculation as accurate as possible, you’ll need the following information:

1. Number of full time employees in your organization

2. Approximate number of employees who will be replaced this year

3. How many new hires will be acquired through an agency this year

4. Number of hiring managers you’ll have this year

5. Average salary of hiring managers. If you’re not sure, enter $90,000. 

6. Average salary of a new hires this year. If you’re not sure, enter $40,000.

How much will you save?

Recruiting Automation ROI Calculator
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Talent Activation: Recruiting | Onboarding | Performance | Learning 

SilkRoad, the world’s leader in Talent Activation, transforms traditional talent management technol-
ogy into a continuum of experiences that activate employees along their journeys—from first touch 
to last and every point in between. We empower HR teams to engage their people in delivering on 
business success. Whether you want to source, hire and recruit top talent, onboard them fast and 
stay with them as they develop into top performers, SilkRoad Talent Activation can help.
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